Abstract-The suppon of real-time applications on the lnlemet requires a routing mechanism that provides quality-of-service. Such mechanisms called QoS routing can be realized by srrvcr-bard routing method. However. in large-scale networks. the pmrssing load imposed on the srrver would be IOU high. We focus here on the use of Row aggegation schemer zs a way of reducing the pmcessing load. From simulation rcsults. mughly spcalung, as a trunk cm accommodate B larger number of Hows within it, a smaller processing load can k realized on thr server at the cost of incrensrd blocking probability.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is widely recognized as a communication infrastructure that is used to provide various services. There has been a dramatic increase in the number of Internet users and the number of terminals that connect to the network continues to grow at a brisk pace. The Internet accommodates various types of data flows. each of which has its own transmission characteristic. Therefore, mechanisms need to be developed to satisfy each user's re uired QoS.
Toward providing Qo%-aware communication; some architectures such as the Integrated Services (IntServ) [ I ] 121 and the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [3] [4] [SI have been introduced by working groups of the lnternet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The DiffServ Working Group introduced a concept whereas the management of the QoS control is divided into two planes. i.e.. the Data Plane and the Control Plane. The Data Plane treats packet forwarding and scheduling tasks. And the Control Plane treats call admission control, bandwidth management, policy management, etc. This Working Group proposed a server called Bandwidth Broker (BB) 61 for the realization of the aforementioned functions,of the L ontrol Plane. Since the management ot QoS control IS performed in the BB, cure routers should be used only on the Data Plane to manage the packet forwarding and scheduling tasks. As a result, the core router can concentrate on pertorming the function of the Data Plane: e.g.. high-speed packet forwarding and scheduling.
Based on this concept, a QoS routing scheme has been intruduced in which a server has a function on the Control Plane [7] . In this server-based QoS routing scheme, the server manages all the information regarding the QoS. such as the available bandwidth. Since routers do not exchange any information on the QoS with each other, a conflict of QoS information between routers docs nut occur. Furthermore! this server-bascd routing scheme is superior to some traditional distributed routing schemes [8] [9] [IO] in the sense that a computation of the routing in each core router is not needed. However, in this server-based routing scheme. the load to the server will increase with both the number of routers within a domain and the amount ot QoS-aware traffic. From this point of view. it is imperative that a scheme for reducing the processinm load ofthe server be developed.
As Gill be discussed !ater. aggregation schemes for Several networks have been studied toward devising n method of reducing the load that is incurred processing service requests 0-7803-751061021917.00 02002 IEEE [IS]. However, a11 of these researches do not deal with routmg despite the fact that multiple paths can exist between a pair of nodes. hence, flow aggregation with routing is of greater practical interest.
In this paper, we report the results of an application of the Row aggregation scheme mentioned above to a server-based QoS management network. Using the processing load ofthe server as a performance measure, we then evaluate the performance of the flow aggregation scheme. In general. the processing load on the server can include the computation of the QoS route. management of the control traffic between the server and routers, and the number of How states to be maintained. We fucus on the computation of the QoS route as it affects the processing load on the s e~e r .
The structure ofthe paper is as follows. In Section 11. we introduce the basic concept of the server-based QoS management scheme and describe our How aggregation scheme. In Section 111, we explain our simulation model and performance measures while in Section IV, the results ofthe evaluation are presented. We present our conclusions in Section V.
FLOW AGGREGATION SCHEME FOR SERVER-BASED
QOS ROUTING We focus in this paper on the centralized server-based resource management scheme. which includes QoS routing By using this map, feasible paths will be found from the senderto the receiver.
The server then chooses a path from among b) Selection of optimal path the feasible ones. which minimizes some of the cost function. The cost used in this paper is the sum o f the hop count and the total utilization of a l l links along the path.
resources, the request will be rejectcd.
will tw released. Fig. 2 . Schematic illu~lmtion of a rmnk 6) When a new trunk cannot be created due to a lack of 7) When a trunk cannot accommodate any How, the trunk network. Moreover, i t has some other important functions: admission control, QoS routing, route setting. and resource allocation among all the routers lying between a sender and receiver.
C. Trunk Selecrion Scheme
I n our flow aggregation scheme, when the server receives a A. Flow Aggregalion Scheme resource allocation request. and there i s more than one availway. There I n a server-based QoS management network, the server alavailable resources on the network. and vice versa. However. if the server handles QoS routing and provisioning on a per-How basis, the processing load of the server becomes extremely large when traffic load (numher of resource allocation requests) increases on a server-based QoS routing.
Therefore, we introduce a trunk to reduce the processing load of the server. The trunk i s a logical path that includes one or more Hows having the same source and destination. When using this flow aggregation scheme. the server handles QOS routing and provisioning on a per trunk basis. I n our scheme. when there i s no available trunk, the Server will trv to find available oaths to create one more trunk trunk, one of them will be chosen in locates the network resources so that it can always knows the are many possible ways. and we deal with the following five ways practical interest' Sran : Server chooses a trunk at random. The route fur some QoS traffic can be determined by the I ) When resources need to be reserved along a path from a sender to a receiver, a resource allocation request is first sent to the edge router. 2) The edge router then forwards its request to the QoS management server.
3) When the server receives a resource allocation request with QoS parameters from an edge router, it will try to find an available yunk whose residual bandwidth i s larger than that required by the user. 4) If an available trunk exists. it will be allocated for a new How. If several available trunks exist: one of them w i l l be selected. The selection method will be Dresented in
S I M U L A T I O N D E S I G N
To examine the effectiveness of the flow aggregation schemes introduced in the previous section. we evaluated their performances by using a computer simulation in which we considered only the required bandwidth from a user as the QoS parameter for routing.
A. Network Topologv
In our simulation, we assumed the two types o f network topologies shown in Fig. 3 
B. Traffic Model
We treated CBR (Constant B i t Rate) traffic having a bandwidth of 100 kb/s, which corresponds to the real-time transmission rate of a network application such as the video-phone. In the model, a request for communication arrives at some router according to an exponential distribution and its average duration i s set to 180 seconds. If the request i s accepted. the flow of traffic will begin. We assume the maximum number of active flows simultaneously injected into some router at the same time to be 1600, and the arriving Rows go randomly and evenly toward each of the other routers in the network.
When a flow generates at the user terminal, the users send a path reservation request message to the edge router.
Here, we shall define the Amrival Rare of Row by the following equation. and the performance measures are functions of the Arrival Rare.
Ton
Ton +Toff Arrival Rate = where Ton represents the average duration o f a flow and Toff i s the average interval time between the arrival of two successive flows.
C. Perfiormance Measures
To evaluate the effectiveness of flow aggregation scheme. we will introduce three performance measures: the blocking orobabilitv. the normalized server load, and the averaze trunk h i z a t i o i . I) Blockine Probabilitv : P h ' A flow Fan be reje&d when there is no trunk that has sufficient resources in the already established trunks with the same source-destination pair, and a new trunk cannot he created due to the lack of network resources.
The blocking probability Pa i s given by the ratio of the number of rejected flows to the total number of arrived ones at a l l routers.
As mentioned earlier, our focus in this paper is on the computation of the route decision as processing load on the server. With route provisioning on a per-Row basis. when a path reservation message i s sent, the server performs one route decision process (including Dijkstra calculation). On the other hand, by using a trunk, L, became 1120 even if the trunk capacity C was set to only two.
However. from the L, characteristic for both topologies. when the Arrival Rule was high. there was no difference for any trunk capacity. while L, was improved significantly. e.g.. L, became one tenth when the Arrival Rare was 0.7 in the Mesh topology.
From these figures. we can see that L, was gradually decreased for low Arrival Rare in both topologies. This was the rejection occurs in Fig. 6 (Fig. 7) . reason is as follows. Once a trunk is established. it will he kept as long as at least one flow is accommodated there. This can result in inefficient use of resources, and can further lead to an increase of rejected requests.
To examine the impact of the unused bandwidth in a trunk, we will show the trunk utilization. Here. we focus on the trunk utilization of Mesh the topology (Fig. 8) . since the Mesh and ISP topologies have similar characteristics of trunk utilization. From this figure. if C increases. Ut becomes lower, e.g., when Arrival Rate= 0.5 and C are set to 6, the unused bandwidth is approximately 15% ofthr trunkcapacity. Thcnfore. the small trunk capacity is better from the viewpoint of trunk utilization and blocking probability. Suppose that we have some requirement on L , in designing the system: L, should be less than some target value because of the server cost and performance. It is thus desirable to employ the minimum value o f C that can attain a target L,. by considering the tradeoff between server load and blocking probability. For example, in the case of the L, target value k i n g 1l100, C = 4 can be one ofthe recommended trunk capacity in Mesh topology.
B. lmpacr of Trunk Selecrion Merlrod
In this section, we examine the impact of the trunk selection method introduced before. Here. we will present some of its performance results with the C = 3 on Mesh topology. hecause there is no significant differences between both topologies even i f a different trunk selection method is used.
We can see from Fig. 9 that the S,.,I I method leads to the hest pcrformance when the Amrival;ib;e is low. The trunk is released when all the flows included in the trunk are released. Therefore. the average trunk duration becomes longer if the trunk with the lowest utilization is used preferentially. Namely. once a trunk is established, it will be used for a long duration so that the processing load on the server decreases. For that reason. when the ArrivdRarr is low, i.e.. the network IS not heavy congested. The S,,,, I method provided the best performance in the normalized?&er load L , However. from the viewpoint of the blocking probability characteristic (Fig. IO) . the S u t l~ method cannot perform well compared with others, e.g.. Some Rows were rejected when the Arrival Rare was 0.S6. When the Arrival Rare is high. the network resources should be efficiently used, but the Sur,_l method kept many trunks underutilized while they were established for a long duration. On the other hand, the Shops method can Utilize the network resources effectively because of the longer paths. i.e.. detours. are not likely used (Rg. 10). From the above results. the Shops method is the hest with rebpect to its performance for both blocking probability and utilization of network resources. even it' Sutl-l gets better performance in terms of L,. C. Alternative Trunk Management Sckeme So far, we have focused on the processing load on the server, and have shown that i t can be reduced very well by flow aggregation schemes, while the required blocking probability i s met. In this section, we will investigate Some trunk management schemes to reduce the volume of request messages from edge router to the server.
When a trunk i s managed at the edge router, the server informs the edge router of the trunk information with an acceptlreject message. After that, when the edge router receives a new request message from a user terminal. it can allocate the Row to some trunk if the rcsource,is availablc. Therefore. only if the edge router has no available trunks, request messages are sent to the sewer. We introduce the Normnlixd riumher of reque.rr.v. which indicates the number of requests in this scheme normalized b y that required when trunks are managed at the server. In the case where the server manages trunks. the request message o f a new Row will be sent from an edge router 10 the server. Then, the server will allocate the flow to some trunk if possible. In this case. the normalized number of requests is equal tu 1. from its definition. On the other hand. in the case whrrc c x h edge router manages the trunks. if the Arrival Rule i s relatively high, the number of requests can d~crease lo lis for both topologies. If the Arrival Rare is relatively IOW. the number of requests can decrmse to 1/25 for the ISP topology and to 1/50 for the Mesh topology. From these results. we can see that. if edge routers have enough processing capacity. the number of requests can be reduced. which can reduce the server's load as well.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We reponed the results o f our evaluation of the petiormance of a Row aggregation scheme. The evaluation was performed to examine the required processing load imposed on a server, from which the issue of scalability can arise. here. it i s o f major concern in centralized server-based QoS management networks. From the simulations results, we showed that the effectiveness o f the Row aggregation scheme. which can reduce the processing load, can extend to even to 111000.
I n addition, several trunk selection methods were examined, and the Shops method was shown to outperform the others treated i n this paper. Moreover. we also paid particular attention to the number o f request messages to be sent from an edge router to a server. Our simulation results indicated that trunk management by using edge routers can realize a significant improvement in the number of request messages that can be treated.
